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Copyright and Trademark Information
The products described in this document are proprietary works of NCR Voyix.
NCR Voyix is a registered trademark of NCR Voyix.
Aloha is a registered trademark of NCR Voyix.
Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other 
countries.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
It is the policy of NCR Voyix to improve products as technology, components, software, and firmware become 
available. NCR Voyix, therefore, reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.
Not all features, functions and operations described herein are available in all parts of the world. In some 
instances, photographs are of equipment prototypes; therefore, before using this document, consult with your 
NCR Voyix representative or NCR Voyix office for the most current information.
© 2024 NCR Voyix
Atlanta
Georgia
USA
www.ncrvoyix.com
All Rights Reserved

https://www.ncrvoyix.com
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Revision Record

Date Version # Description

Prior to 
01/12/2023

TS v5.126+ Implemented Public Cash Drawers for Table Service.

QS v5.4.2.351+ Implemented Public Cash Drawers for Quick Service.

01/12/2023 Converted the document to use new template. Updated the front cover 
and back page to reflect new NCR branding.

12/15/2023 Updated document to reflect NCR Voyix branding.
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About Public Cash Drawers

Normally, for Aloha® Table Service operations you can assign a maximum of five employees to a 
cash drawer, and for Aloha Quick Service operations, you can assign only one employee to a cash 
drawer. The Public Cash Drawer feature provides the flexibility of allowing an unlimited number of 
employees to perform transactions from the same ‘public’ cash drawer, as long as they are not 
specifically assigned to a particular cash drawer. For Table Service, it can be further defined to state 
employees who have already accessed a public cash drawer in one revenue center during their shift, 
cannot access another public cash drawer in any other revenue center.

SCENARIO: The Radiant Sports Diner has two revenue centers: Bar and Dining Room, as shown in
Figure 1. Each revenue center has two terminals. In the Bar revenue center, three bartenders operate
and ring transactions from Drawer 1 (public cash drawer). A cocktail waitress operates and rings
transactions from Drawer 2, which is specifically assigned to her. The bartenders cannot ring transac-
tions from Drawer 2 and the cocktail waitress cannot ring transactions from the public cash drawer. In
the Dining Room revenue center, two service cashiers operate and ring transactions from Drawer 3
(public cash drawer). A cashier operates and rings transactions from Drawer 4, which is specifically
assigned to the cashier. The service cashiers cannot ring transactions on Drawer 4 and the cashier
cannot ring transactions from the public cash drawer. 

Public Cash Drawers at a Glance

Core Product Aloha® Quick Service and Aloha Table Service

Separate License Required? No 

Other References Aloha Quick Service Manager Guide; Aloha Quick Service 
Reference Guide; Aloha Table Service Manager Guide; Aloha 
Table Service Reference Guide

Caution:  With the increased employee accessibility to the same cash drawer, you cannot 
enforce financial responsibility to a single person working from a public cash drawer.
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SCENARIO: The Radiant Sports Diner wants to slightly increase security by restricting the use of the
public cash drawers across revenue centers, thereby, employees working in the Bar revenue center
cannot ring transactions in the Dining Room revenue center, and vice versa. Because the diner wants
faster speed of service and sacrifices cash accountability, any over/short amounts during a checkout
cannot be tracked to an individual employee working from a public cash drawer. 

Figure 1  Sample Public Cash Drawer Setup
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Configuring Public Cash Drawers
This section details the configuration requirements for the Public Cash Drawers feature. You must 
access several functions to complete the configuration. If you are an experienced user, refer to 
Procedures at a Glance for abbreviated steps. If you prefer more detail, continue reading this 
document.  

Enabling public access for a cash drawer
Use the ‘Public cash drawer’ option located in Maintenance > Hardware > Cash Drawers to designate 
the cash drawer as one that can be made public. Selecting this option does not define the cash 
drawer as public, but rather as one that has the ability to become public. You must designate the 
drawer to be public in the FOH.

Procedures at a Glance:

If you are viewing this document using Adobe Acrobat Reader, click each link for detailed information 
regarding the task. Click Previous View to return to this location and proceed to the next step.

1. Access Maintenance > Hardware > Cash Drawers and select ‘Public cash drawer’ for each cash 
drawer for which you want to enable public access. See page 6. 

2. For Table Service, access Maintenance > Business > Store > Store Settings tab > Security 
group and select ‘Limit public cash drawers to revenue center’ under the ‘Cash Drawer’ group bar to 
restrict employees using a public cash drawer in one revenue center from using a public cash 
drawer in another revenue center. See page 8.

3. Access Maintenance > Labor > Jobcodes and select ‘Uses cash drawers’ under the ‘Financial’ 
group bar on the Financial tab, for each job code that can operate a cash drawer. See page 9.

4. Access Utilities > POS > Refresh POS and All Installed Products to transfer the new information to 
the Front-of-House (FOH) terminals, or wait for the End-of-Day (EOD) process to accomplish the data 
refresh for you. See page 10.
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To enable public access for a cash drawer:

1. Select Maintenance > Hardware > Cash Drawers. 

2. Select a cash drawer from the drop-down list, or create a new cash drawer. 
3. Select Public cash drawer to allow all employees with cash drawer capabilities to access the 

drawer, if they do not have transactions with another drawer. You must make the drawer public in 
the FOH as part of your daily cash drawer assignments. 

4. Click Save.
5. Repeat the procedure for all cash drawers for which you want to enable public access and exit 

the Cash Drawers function.

Figure 2  Cash Drawers > Cash Drawer Tab

Reference:  Refer to the Table Service and Quick Service Reference Guides for more informa-
tion on cash drawers.
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Limiting access to Public Cash Drawers to revenue center in TS
When you set up your terminals in Table Service, you designate a revenue center for which you will 
use that terminal. You can limit access to a public cash drawer to only employees working in that 
revenue center. For example, an employee who has entered transactions in a public cash drawer in 
the Bar revenue center cannot operate a public cash drawer in the Dining Room revenue center. 

To limit access to public cash drawers to their corresponding revenue center:

1. Select Maintenance > Business > Store > Store Settings tab.
2. Select the Security group, located at the bottom of the screen. 

3. Under the ‘Cash Drawer’ group bar, select Limit public cash drawer to revenue center, to 
prevent an employee from using a public cash drawer in one revenue center, if the employee 
already has transactions in another revenue center. 

4. Click Save and exit the Store function.

Figure 3  Store Settings, Security Group, Cash Drawer Tab, Table Service
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Allowing an employee to operate a cash drawer
To allow an employee to operate a cash drawer, you must select ‘Uses cash drawers’ under the 
‘Financial’ group bar on the Financial tab in Maintenance > Labor > Jobcodes for the appropriate 
job codes, such as bartenders and cashiers. 

To allow an employee to operate a cash drawer: 

1. Select Maintenance > Labor > Jobcodes.
2. Select a job code for which to allow access to a cash drawer.  

3. Select Uses cash drawers under the ‘Financial’ group bar on the Financial tab to enable 
assignment of a cash drawer to the employee. Use this setting for employees who manage cash 
drawers, such as bartenders and cashiers. 

4. Click Save.
5. Repeat the procedure for all job codes that can operate a cash drawer and exit the Jobcodes 

function.

Figure 4  Job Codes, Job Code Tab Uses Cash Drawers

Reference:  Refer to the Table Service and Quick Service Reference Guides for more informa-
tion on job codes.
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Refreshing the data
After all settings are in place in Aloha Manager, you must select Utilities > POS > Refresh POS and 
All Installed Products to transfer the new information to the FOH terminals, or wait for the End-of-Day 
(EOD) process to accomplish the data refresh for you. After the data refresh is complete, all new 
settings become operational across the Aloha network. 
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Using Public Cash Drawers
This section discusses how to designate a cash drawer as public for Quick Service and Table Service 
operations. If you want to operate with a public cash drawer daily, the manager must make the cash 
drawer public each day as part of their cash drawer assignment duties. 

Making a cash drawer public in QS
For Quick Service operations, you must access the cash drawer screen via the Manage Drawers 
button to make a cash drawer public. If the drawer is designated as a public cash drawer, a 
confirmation screen appears when you assign the drawer.

To make a cash drawer public in QS:

1. Log in to the FOH as a manager.
2. Locate and touch Manage Drawers to display the cash drawers screen. 

Public Cash Drawer Rules

● When you make a cash drawer public, you cannot assign any individual employee to the drawer.

● You can only make one cash drawer public for any given terminal. If you have any other drawers attached 
to the terminal, they must have individual employee assignments. 

● If an employee has started a transaction or is assigned to a specific drawer, they cannot access a public 
cash drawer. 

● To perform paid-in and paid-out transactions with a public cash drawer, you must select a single employee 
who has cashier activity with the drawer. 

● In Quick Service environments, you cannot self-assign yourself to a public cash drawer.

Figure 5  Quick Service Cash Drawers Screen
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3. Select the drawer and touch Assign. A prompt appears, asking if you want make the drawer 
public. 

4. Touch Yes to make the drawer public. Touch No to assign a single employee to the drawer. You 
are returned to the cash drawers screen, with the appropriate designator for the appropriate cash 
drawer. 

5. Touch Done.

Figure 6  Quick Service Public Cash Drawer Confirmation

Figure 7  Quick Service Cash Drawer Screen - Public Cash Drawer Designator
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To make a public cash drawer non-public in Quick Service:

1. Locate and touch Manage Drawers to display the cash drawers screen. 
2. Select the drawer and touch Assign. A prompt to make the drawer non-public appears. 

3. Touch Yes to make the drawer a non-public cash drawer.

Making a cash drawer public in TS 
For Table Service operations, you must access the cash drawers screen via the Functions menu to 
make a cash drawer public. A list of employees appears on the left side of the screen. If you enabled 
the Quicksort feature in Maintenance > Store Settings > User Interface, the list does not appear on 
the screen.

To make a cash drawer public in Table Service:

1. Log in to the FOH as a manager.
2. If have order entry access as a manager, touch Functions to display the Special Functions screen.
3. Touch Financial. 

Figure 8  Quick Service - De-assign Public Prompt 
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4. Touch Cash Drawers to display the cash drawers screen. 

5. Touch inside the box for the drawer and then touch Make Public. The Public Cash Drawer 
designator appears in the window of the appropriate drawer and the Make Public button changes 
to Undo Public. 

6. Touch Done.

To make a public cash drawer non-public in Table Service:

1. If have order entry access as a manager, touch Functions to display the Special Functions screen.
2. Touch Financial. 

Figure 9  Table Service Cash Drawers Screen

Figure 10  Table Service Cash Drawers Screen
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3. Touch Cash Drawers to display the cash drawer screen.
4. Select the drawer and touch Undo Public.
5. Touch Done to exit the screen.
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Troubleshooting Public Cash Drawers
The following troubleshooting scenarios may occur when using the Public Cash Drawers feature:

Unable to make a cash drawer public 
If you cannot make a cash drawer public, or the ‘Make Public’ and ‘Undo Public’ buttons do not 
appear on the cash drawer screen for Table Service operations, then the drawer is not configured 
with the ability to be made public. Access Maintenance > Hardware > Cash Drawers, select the 
appropriate cash drawer, and select ‘Public cash drawer.’ 

Employees using one Public Cash Drawer cannot ring transactions at a Regular 
Drawer

As designed, if an employee has started cashier activity with a public cash drawer, you cannot assign 
the employee to any regular drawer until the employee checks out of the public cash drawer. 

Employees from a Public Cash Drawer cannot ring transactions from another 
Public Cash Drawer

In Table Service, when an employee with cash drawer capabilities operates from a public cash 
drawer and cannot access another public cash drawer, it is because the system has a restriction 
against crossing public cash drawers across revenue centers. To remove this restriction, clear ‘Limit 
public cash drawer to revenue center’ under the ‘Cash Drawer’ group bar in the Security group on 
the Store Settings tab in Maintenance > Business > Store.
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Public Cash Drawers, Feature Focus Guide

NCR Voyix welcomes your feedback on this document. Your comments can be of great value in 
helping us improve our information products. Please contact us using the following email address: 
Documentation.HSR@NCRVoyix.com

mailto:documentation.hsr@ncrvoyix.com
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